
Henry VI and his Miracles
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The  Growth  of  a Cult.
For most of his  last  ten years the hapless Henry VI had existed in obscurity.  When

not serving one side or the other (and even in  late  1460  — early 1461  both  together)

as  a  puppet king, he had been a fugitive, a refugee in Scotland or a prisoner of  '
state. Few might have noticed whether he was alive or dead had political

expedience not dictated  that  his  body should be removed from the Tower and
publicly displayed in London before he was taken for burial at  Chensey Abbey in
Surrey on 23 May 1471.

As it was, rumour promptly flew that Henry had been murdered. As the

Second Continuator of the Crowland Chronicles said later, to lay violent hands on

an anointed king was sacrilege and conferred on the victim the crown of

martyrdom.l Death ‘in suspicious circumstances’ added to the popular interest.
Furthermore, Henry had been primarily known  for his simple piety, kindly

disposition and patient acceptance of adversity. According to later stories, his piety

was manifested early.  When, as an infant in  arms, he was  expected  to travel on  a

Sunday, he threw  a  tantrum (‘cried and shrilled and would not be carried further’).z

After his death his chaplain John Blacman wrote an admiring memoir rétailing

instances of Henry's refinement, good works and wimpish attitudes.’
Once dead, Henry became vividly alive in the popular imagination. Reverence

for him grew rapidly into a cult in which Henry took on the attributes of
sainthood.‘ In  1473 a  Richard Latomer was paid for his work in writing the

testimonies of certain persons offering at the image of Henry VI in the Cathedral of
York — where  Henry’s  former secretary Richard Andrew was dean.“ ‘The  Yorkist

Establishment’ soon became sensitive on the subject. In October  1479  the
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Archbishop of York moved to stop such devotions in the Minster.  A  year  later
London merchants were warned that  ‘the  great usage’ of pilgrimage to King Henry

at Chertsey Abbey was displeasing to King Edward and unlicensed by the church.6

In  August 1484, however, Richard [[1 had Henry’s body moved from Chertsey

to St George’s Chapel in Windsor  Castle  (hardly ‘an even obscurer  place’ as Sir

Shane Leslie  thought),7 where it was ‘with utmost solemnity reintexred on the south
side of the high  altar’ .‘ Richard’s reason is unrecorded. Perhaps this was  a  gesture of
reconciliation. Perhaps (some would certainly have  thought later) atonement for  a
murder committed by his own hand — or perhaps the action was meant to dispel

just  such  stories. Perhaps Edward  IV’s  Yorkist memorial chapel was to  become a
more general royal mausoleum. It seems unlikely that  —  as Henry VII declared and

others have assumed” — Richard  hoped to clamp down  on  Henry’s  growing cult. St
George’s Chapel was already a centre of pilgrimage, because  soon  after rebuilding

began Edward IV had endowed it with the remains of  a  putative saint of local fame
— John Schom (died 1314), in his time  a  popular preacher and notable for  having

conjured the devil into a boot.'° Certainly, no sooner had Henry VI’s  body been
reinterred (on 12  August  1484) than the  staff  of the chapel began to record ‘in very
brief form’ the testimony of Henry’s grateful pilgrims. Three such are specifically
noted as arriving on  8  September 1484. Thereafter, among many other votaries

whose testimonies were recorded ‘within the  first  two years after Henry’s

reburial,’at  least  twelve made visits that can be dated with  some certainty before 22
August  1485.“ About 1486 the Crowland Continuator referred to ‘the miracles that
God has performed at the heartfelt prayer of devout people who  call  upon  Henry to
intercede for them’.'2 Around the same time John Rous mentioned  that  writings kept
at Windsor testified to ‘miracles abundantly attest[ing] the  king’s  sanctity'.IJ

Whether intentionally or  not, Richard had endowed the chapel with a lucrative

source of income at little expense to himself. If he indeed tolerated Henry’s cult,
Henry VII then encouraged it.  A  saint in the family was just  what  the new dynasty
needed to  boost  its  status.  St George’s Chapel was now given Tudor patronage and
staffed  by Tudor appointees. A major benefactor was Sir Reynold (Reginald) Bray,
knight  of the garter and leading councillor of Henry VII until his death in August

1503. The  tomb  of Henry’s (half-) uncle  became  the focal point of a well-developed

commercial operation. Henry and his ‘joyful’ resting-place were celebrated in a

poem, written before  1492,  by the Franciscan James Ryman." Visitors  to the shrine
could buy tokens and badges depicting Henry," there was a (very banal)  hymn to be
sung by his pilgrims" and a prayer, emphasising submission to the divine will,
became  associated  with him. '7 The chapel owned an old red velvet hat of Henry’s,  a
sovereign remedy for headache, while his  coat  was kept at Bridgnorth." The
murder-weapon (a dagger) employed by Richard of Gloucester (who else?) was
displayed in the  Augustinian  chapel on Caversham bridge, to  which Richard’s niece,
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Queen Elizabeth of York, had a pilgrimage undertaken on her behalf in the spring of

1502.'9 Offerings at the tomb included not  just  money but  also  physical evidence of

miraculous cures and rescues  —  like the awn of rye  that  had stuck in the throat of a

small girl, to which three grains still adhered at its presentation, a silver ear or the

hangman’s  noose  from which Henry saved an innocent victim — and wax plaques

depicting the  scene  of miraculous intervention. The more miracles, the greater the

proof of  Henry’s sanctity?" Another telling indication could be an incorrupt body,

and John Rous carefully reported  that  at reburia]  ‘that  holy body was very pleasantly

scented  .  And for the  most  part it was uncorrupted, the hair in place and the face

as it had been [in life] except that  it was a little sunken, with  a  more emaciated

appearance than usual’.2l

The dean and canons of Windsor welcomed the  influx  of pilgrims and duly
wrote down, in English, the increasingly numerous stories from Henry’s

beneficiaries. On three occasions in 1485  a  recorder affixed his name. One of these

was Oliver King (secretary to Edward IV and later Henry VII and arrested in June

1483, apparently as an associate of William Lord Hastings), canon  between 1480

and his consecration as Bishop of Exeter in February 1493, whose chapel still bears

his name.22 Another  (Knox  and Leslie, No. 53) was ‘Master [John] Seymour.’ The

third was John Morgan (Dean 1484 to November  1496, when he became  Bishop of

St David’s), who witnessed two accounts on Trinity Sunday, 5 June 1485 (No.

111). It was most probably in 1493  that  Dean Morgan handed his most recent set of

these precious depositions to a monk of his acquaintance, anonymous at his own

wish, to  have  them put into the literary form that we now  possess.  For Morgan and

his author, this  meant  in Latin. The last dated miracle in the resulting compilation

was reported at Windsor on 10 July 1500.23
At  much  the same time as Morgan was commissioning this writing-up of the

records, Henry VII began planning to transfer  Hehry’s  body once more -—- this  time

to grace his proposed chapel at Westminster and to  have  him formally canonised.

In 1494 he obtained a bull from Pope Alexander VI permitting reburial and

authorising a commission to report on the recorded miracles. On  8  March 1498

Christopher Urswick, Morgan’s  successor  as dean, made a formal declaration

denouncing and defying threats by the abbeys of Westminster and Chensey, both
of which wanted possession of the holy relic.“ In July the council declared Henry

VH and Westminster the winners of the contest. Pope Julius II reissued the relevant

bull in 1504, but the plan to  move  Henry never  took  effect. Henry VIII, who chose

burial in St George’s chapel rather than Westminster, seems to  have  pressed further

with the  appeal  for canonisation.” In 1529 he made a pilgrimage to Windsor and

offered to Henry VI and St George. But by then the canonisation scheme  seems  to

have  petered out for good.

Sometime before 1528, however, official investigation into  some  of the
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claimed miracles took place. Perhaps the original depositions in English had
disappeared, because the researchers used as their source the re-tellings by

Morgan’s anonymous monk, who had turned  them  into  something akin  to docu-
dramas. In any case, most of the trails had gone cold by the time  that  the

investigators got to work.26 Twenty-three of the accounts could be marked

probatum  ‘verified’. But the majority of the 77  that  were examined at all had to be

annotated  ‘not  verified’ or  ‘not  found’."

The failure to trace witnesses is not surprising, if only because the geography

in the Latin accounts is sometimes defective, and some place— or personal names
have taken on an unlikely form in  the  course of transmission. (One would be sorry,

though, to lose  a  man of standing in White Roothing, Essex, called Robert Poke-

Apart  (No.  28.) In No. 106 in the collection ‘a place called in English Weste
Harprey undir  Mendesse’ is actually West Harptree, below the Mendips. No. 148

has moved across the Channel, into Wales  (inter  canfim’a  Wallie australis) from its

original setting in the southern part of the Calais Pale.2a On  7  February 1492
William Young had recounted at Windsor how, when employed as a royal bailiff,

he had been collecting the king’s dues at Sangatte and ‘Hammenett’ (Hammes) and
on his return journey to Calais was ambushed by ten robbers at Newnham Bridge,

one of the approaches to the town. But  someone  at  some  stage misread or misheard

‘Cales’ (Calais) as ‘Wales’."

Saints  and  their  Clients.
There can be no doubt that William  Young was  a  real person who genuinely

believed  that  he had received saintly aid. An  important  distinction has to be made

here. As the Crowland Continuator said, it was God who performed the miracle at
the  behest of a saint or other holy person. Saints (including the  Virgin  Mary) were
popular intermediaries because  they were merely human  and as such more

approachable than God.  Thus  in his will in 1521 Sir Thomas Wyndham envisaged

Christ as the stern judge of sinners and called upon Saints John the Evangelist,
George, Thomas of Canterbury, Margaret, Katherine and Barbara to intercede for
him at  death.  In fact, his six chosen saints were literally patrons as the word can be

applied to fifteenth-century society: persons of standing who were expected to
show  ‘good  lordship’ or ‘good mastership’ to their clients. Often, as in  Wyndham’s
case, this meant acting as intermediary to someone still greater. In his will of 1489
Sir Richard Edgcumbe actually described St Thomas of Canterbury as ‘my special

good master’.” So in No. 28  a  miracle occurs through Henry’s patronage
(patrocinio) and in No. 153 he is  ‘advocate  and patron.’ On one occasion Henry

duly acted his part in  such  a relationship by reciprocating past loyalty. On his

behalf  a  supernatural visitant reminded  a  wounded man named Stapelton that his

father had died in battle fighting on the Lancastrian side (No. 127).
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Like any earthly patron,  a  saint could reasonably expect  a token of

appreciation for services to be rendered. Henry seldom intervened in  a  crisis

unasked  —  as the Crowland Continuator indicated, the recipient (or a bystander)

must  make  some prayerful request for help, or  have  previously invoked Henry’s

protection. Those seeking his aid often followed the  custom  of bending or twisting

a thin silver penny, to be offered at his tomb when they made their grateful

pilgrimage there. And like  most  saints (and earthly patrons) Henry did not care to

be cheated. The mother of one beneficiary, alerted in a  dream, added a moie

elaborate wax picture to the offering already made by her son (No. 108). A broken

vow of pilgrimage was punished by ‘many afflictions’ (No.  62) and  a  man who

failed to pay his promised coin received stern warning in  a  dream (No. 69). The

monkish redactor made a  good  story out of the predicament of  a  certain capitalist,

the victim of bubonic plague, who was persuaded by his brother to invoke Henry’s

help (No. 88). Sending for his money-bag, the sufferer felt around in it for the

necessary penny. But there were a few  gold  coins among the silver ones, and three

times his hand came out clutching a quarter rial (rose noble), worth  thirty pennies,
which he was obliged to dedicate.”I On the other hand, Henry was not usually harsh

on sinners. Although scoffers were punished for their scepticism, he obtained their

eventual cure  —  in one  case  from  sudden  blindness (No. 53), in another from a

cataleptic  state (No.  165). A farmer who rashly tried to complete his  ploughing on
the vigil of Passion Sunday, which  he should  have  been keeping holy (‘but  people

are very lax these  days’), was desérvedly struck by lightning and  left  half-dead but

after 126  days  Henry obtained his recovery (No. 16). A heretic who had long

condemned pilgrimages and the veneration of relics was simultaneously cured of

his burning pains and his errors, ‘a joyful double miracle’ (No.  131).
In  people’s  minds saints (as well as devils) existed in  a  kind of virtual reality.

The specific service that Richard Edgcumbe wanted from  Thomas  Becket was to

jog Our  Lady’s  memory on his behalf: ‘I bequeath my soul to almighty God,

beseeching the  Blessed Virgin Mary his mother to be a mean unto his  most  benign

grace...and my special  good master Saint Thomas of Canterbury to be a

remembrancer  unto  her for the  same.’ Still more cosily, the famous housewife and

zealot  Margery Kemp told in her memoirs how she saw herself at the scene of the

crucifixion, and then, when  Christ’s  sorrowing mother had taken to her bed,

bringing her womanly comfort in the form of  a  nice warm drink  —  a good caudle.n
Henry’s manifestations took varying forms. Sometimes he is merely a

disembodied voice. In No. 109, for instance, a  voice ‘as it might be  human’ warns

a  mother that her child has fallen into a cess-pit. Occasionally Henry plays an

active role: twice by putting his hand between the  noose  and the neck of  a  man

unjustly condemned to  hang (Nos. 40, 106). And he physically throws a disfigured

boy into  healing mud, telling him (or so the child  then  reported to his mother) to
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roll in it and then ride  with  her to Windsor, ‘on a real horse, not my wooden

[hobby] horse' (No. 155).”3
The  most  detailed description of a physical appearance was given by a soldier

in  Thomas  Everingham’s  fleet  ‘in the reign of Richard III, who usurped the  throne

after the death of his brother, Edward  IV,’ who was wounded in the stomach by an

enemy cannon-ball and after the battle, when he became nauseating to his

companions, was set  afloat  in  a  small boat and on three occasions saw and heard

Henry (No.  37).  He subsequently described Henry as of fine  height, garbed like  a
pilgrim in  a  blue  gown, perhaps of velvet, and an off-white  cap,” with  a  pilgrim’s

pouch  hanging at his side. He was a little difficult to recognise at first because he

had fifteen days’ growth  of dark beard.“s Henry also appeared in the dress of a

pilgrim to  a  twelve-year—old girl in Essex (No. 85). But another  girl  had  a  vision of

him ‘dressed in dark silk and wearing a  gold crown’ (No. 128). One of the two men

saved from death on the gallows saw Henry in more detail, ‘as he had been in life,’
tall, of full face but now with his features somewhat pinched and his hair sprinkled

with  grey.’6 Then, too, he was ‘in regal  attire’ in the blue velvet  gown  ‘in which

numerous people say that he has appeared to  them.’ (No. 106).

Very commonly indeed Henry’s aid was joined to  that  of  Mary.  Our victim of

attempted judicial murder  also  saw Mary, who stood on the ground beneath him

and supported his feet with her  hands. She wore  a  white cloak made from cloth-of-

gold ‘as befitted the queen of heaven.’ And besides Henry the wounded marine

saw St Erasmus, who comforted him by reliving his own  agonies.

While saints could, of course, prevent  a  disaster” non-events are hard to prove,

so it was usually a  rescue  that  was acknowledged at Windsor. Indubitably the ones
gratefully reported were authentic, in the sense  that  they came  from real people

who sincerely believed that  they had received supernatural help. There are some

convincing touches. A priest left dangling down  a  well was especially alarmed

because his mother had tried to  keep him away from water as  a  child by pretending

that  he was destined to  drown  (No. 104). There is also verisimilitude to the account

(No. 53) of how John Robins of Inkberrow, Worcestershire, fell in with  a  certain

George Luffar as  they rode to a fair at Stratford-on-Avon. Talk turned to King

Henry and his miracles, at  which  Robins scoffed immoderately. At Stratford he

was suddenly struck blind and helpless in the midst of the market. He duly gave

thanks at Windsor for his eventual recovery, but (we are told) without telling the

whole story, and it was Luffar who revealed the background to  Canon  Seymour.  A
girl who had been buried when  villagers  were digging sand (No. 29) made a

second pilgrimage and gave fuller details when she heard  that  someone had  been

killed in  a  similar accident, as related in No. 111.

Whether the pilgn'ms’ stories can pass muster with a modem sceptic is entirely

another matter. Their experiences were coloured by their expectations, often nourished
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by recurring incidents in standard stories of the saints, or  ‘tropes’. Thus  Mary often
figured in rescues from the gallows. And perhaps the London boy who rolled in mud
— or his mother — knew how Saint Kenelm (or in another version King Bladud)

discovered the curative properties of the warm mud at Bath when he saw pigs
wallowing in it. Indeed, our author describes the boy ‘wallowing like  a  sow’.“ The
unexpanded story (No. 83) of how a man, long kept in chains in  a  foul dungeon, woke
to find himself  free  by the roadside two miles away —  apparently transported there by
an angel — has several analogues in the Old and New Testaments.

So, too, the modern sceptic  might  well suggest  that  the visions of the drifting
seaman  arose  from delirium and that  a  boy who fell out of a tree and was believed to
be dead by the nuns who employed him (No. 38) was the victim of temporary
concussion — he awoke  next  morning with  little memory of the accident. The
hostess of the George Inn at Henley, attacked by an evil spirit while  about  her

domestic duties so  that  her head and face swelled up and she lost her  sight  for two
days  (No. 58), may really have suffered some allergic reaction to an insect bite.
Undoubtedly some stories grew in the telling. Even the author allows some
incredulity over whether three weaner pigs which disappeared from their sty really

came back, apparently without aging, forty days later  (No.  7). (‘If anyone is perverse
enough to doubt that  this  was  a  miracle, let him say, pray, how  else  it happened?) In
his very lengthy and detailed relation (No. 44) of how a precious wine barrel fell
from  a  cart between Reading and Aylesbury the author  says, revealingly, that  he
subsequently heard the tale from the lips of one of the two carters involved. By then
the gap between the  staves  had increased, in the  man’s  recollection, from  a  finger’s
width to a whole  hand’s  breadth and although wine gushed out ‘to a distance of  some
twenty feet’ until  prayer to King Henry halted the flow, no loss of a single drop was
detected when, ‘I must not forget to  add,’ the barrel was delivered to its destination.

One  equally suspects some exaggeration in the  account  (No. 8) of a priest who was
abducted and assaulted by two pan'shioners.  They cut out his tongue and blinded  both
eyes, then left him for dead and (wolves in  sheep’s  clothing that  they were)
hypocritically raised the alarm. But much to the villains’ discomfiture, their victim
rapidly recovered speech and the sight in one eye and readily identified them.

The  Life  of the  Timos.
Our author  chose  to latinise only 174 out of the testimonies of  Henry’s  pilgrims,

and of these thirty-six are only in the form of  lemmata  —  ‘epitomes’ or summaries,
which  act as  tables  of contents in the more finished sections of me work. Two  look
promising material for elaboration, but perhaps there was little more to add. In No.
78 a man maliciously tries to stop the marriage of  a  neighbour by alleging

canonical impediments.  When  the bridegroom invokes King Henry the objector is
struck dumb and only when he repents does he regain his voice. In No. 87 an evil
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spirit in the shape of a black dog attacks  a  midnight traveller. It bites him  once  on

the shin but suddenly makes off in disorder when the victim calls upon Henry.

Although  the  author’s  insistence on describing contemporary life in the

elaborate language and inappropriate terms of classical (or semi-classical) Latin
poses  a harder for  today’s  readers, his accounts are of interest because of his skills

as  a  story-teller and for what  they reveal about the  details  of everyday life and the

beliefs and attitudes of  those  ordinary people who seldom reach the records.

Thus  we are told of  a  sheep-stealer who escapes hanging by pleading ‘benefit

of  clergy’ and reading (or reciting from memory?) the  ‘head  verse' from the
psalms (No. 40); of boys setting fire to  a house  in autumn  when  they roast beans or

peas in the shell to eat the scorched contents (No. 54), or playing with bows and

arrows (No. 12). The author says matter-of-factly that  a  three-year-old-girl was
given  a  drink at her  mother’s  breast (No.11).  When  a child, left alone in the house

while his parents attend church, falls head-first  into  the fire, his distraught father

summons the  boy’s  godfathers and godmother for advice (No. 90). The chaplain at
Brighton goes down a well to remove dead ducks before they pollute the water

supply (No. 104). A  host  entertains guests in No. 89, quite unaware  that  part of his

house is on fire until some neighbours  come  banging at the door while others ring
the  church  bell.  A  mother puts her baby to bed in a cradle, suspended from a roof-

beam  so that it can be rocked easily. But  instead  of fastening the boy securely she

ties him loosely around the  chest  with  a  linen cord, ‘of the sort that women use as

ornamental girdles.’ As  a  result he wriggled out and  hung strangled in the

fastenings (No. 142).39 Next  morning when his mother awoke and felt about for
him to put him to her breast (‘for she was not neglectful of his needs’) she found
him dangling and when she disengaged him he fell as lifeless as  a  lump of clay.

Another mother washes her clothes on a Saturday, ready for Sunday. It was

such  a  good  drying day that she decided that while she was about it she would
wash the old kerchief she was wearing as well. But while she was changing it, her

small son Edmund, left playing outside, wandered off (No. 109). In Somerset Joan

Estmond similarly took  advantage of  a  good breeze to winnow  a  mixture of wheat
and rye (No. 3). She  took  care to place her year-old-daughter in sight, by the barn
door, but ‘small children  will  put anything they pick up into their  mouths’ and the

girl got an ear of rye stuck in her throat, where  it remained, despite all efforts, for
10 weeks and 4 days until her mother bent  a  coin and vowed to go to Windsor as
soon  as possible, whereupon the child spat it out. Another infant was being carried
about in the arms of a slightly older lad who gave him  a  badge of Windsor’s rival,

St Thomas of Canterbury, which also stuck in his throat (No. 113). And  a  priest,
summoned at the last minute to administer extreme unction,  thought  that the

patient had died part-way through the ceremony and complained angrily that  he

should  have been called sooner (No. 128). Several times the  monk  mentions the
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practice of taking the measurements of an ill person, so that sheets of wax could be
rolled up to equivalent  height  and width and offered as large torches.4o

The many cases where witnesses  think  that a sufferer is dead  suggest that
people were conditioned to expect death to result from any serious accident or
illness, and  gave  little credit to natural powers of recuperation. Doubtless they were
right to put little faith in doctors. In several of  these stories doctors and surgeons
refuse to treat a case  that  seems likely to prove fatal. (Mary eventually obtains one
for the wounded seaman in N9. 37). In No. 45 as  many as twenty doctors in one
week are vainly appealed to when a girl has become paralysed. Nor are physicians

very good  at diagnosis: in No. 120 Archbishop John Morton’s own doctors and
surgeons can do  nothing for the son of one of his household servants. Some (‘it is

said’) diagnose gout, some paralysis, others ‘some poisonous infection by a
malignant spirit."' Under the  treatment  of  a  doctor the vicar brutally assaulted by

his own parishioners in No. 8 loses the  sight  in his remaining eye and has to be

cured again by King Henry. (But on the other hand, it is  a  quack — a weaver, no

surgeon or physician  —  who makes  a  blind man even worse in No. 136, ‘so that
the blind tried to lead the blind and plunged him  into  a  sink-hole of despondency’.)

The afflictions cover a wide range. Two men suffered ‘a descent of part of the
intestines  into  the  scrotum’ (Nos. 19, 129) and a footballer was accidentally kicked
in the groin with consequent  agony ‘in  a  very tender organ’, which was almost split

in two (No. 91). Several people were cured of madness, as was a man  brought  to
death’s  door by the sweating sickness  (plaga pestiferi  sudoris percussus, No. 82).

On  1  July 1499 the priest Richard Hynstoke of Cumnor ‘near the University of
Oxford,’ described on his word as a priest how he had recovered from  a  horrible

and highly contagious disease, akin to leprosy, that  attacked  both people and cattle.
Like lepers, its victims were shunned because  they became covered in stinking

sores  that  turned skin and  flesh  blue-black and  caused  an intolerable burning
sensation. In the depths of depression, Hynstoke had turned successfully to Henry.

Three  weeks later the  staff  at Windsor recorded the testimony of the mother and
her son whom Henry had rolled in mud (No. 155). The child had been infected

some  three years before by the same virulent disease. Formerly a  most handsome

and attractive boy, he had  become  hideous ‘like  a  diseased  dog,’ his  flesh
putrifying and  a  huge  lump disfiguring his upper lip.

Episodes of bubonic plague at various  dates,  especially in 1487-88, occasioned
several miraculous cures at Henry’s intercession. In the first of three miracles
worked for the benefit of  Thomas  Symon of Farlington near Portsmouth (No. 5),
when  the epidemic was increasing in July and August 1488 eleven people in his
household  caught ‘the  poisonous infection of the air’. Many developed  seven
ulcerated places (buboes), one six and  some  others five, and all were at  death’s
door but not one died. It was well known  that  the appearance of petechiae  —  the
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livid ‘marks’ or  ‘tokens’ — signalled the onset of the  last, fatal  stage."2 Alice
Newnett (No. 128, 7  February 1487) was therefore in  a  desperate state when she

suffered not only from lymphatic swellings but so many dark marks covered her

body that  it had turned almost completely black. Indeed she was apparently dead

and her mother had sewn her into  a  shroud, to be buried at dusk on the  priest’s

orders in order to prevent infection, when Alice suddenly sat up and asked to be

measured for  a  wax candle. King Henry told her to remain in the shroud for  a

while. After two hours the petechiae had cleared and the buboes did so  soon  after.

In July the same year  Elizabeth  Styrman of Stratford-le-Bow (No. 132) had  a
swelling under the  left  ear, full of morbid matter, and so many of the marks  that
one could hardly be  told  from the  next.  The miser Richard Vivian of Penzance  (No.

88), also  at the height of the pestilence, had a  huge  suppurating ulcer pressing on
one  side  of his neck and an inflamed blister on the other. ‘According to received

medical teaching either of these threatens fatal restriction of the brain'." After his
(reluctant) dedication of  a  gold coin to Henry, Vivian fell into a great stupor and, to
the astonishment of his care-givers, in thirty minutes the infectgd matter moved
away, going across his  chest  to his lower limbs.  When  they were finally lanced

there  both  the ulcer and the blister rapidly disappeared.

Author  and  Audience.
Dean Morgan and his successor did not want their records simply put into Latin.
The idea, clearly, was propagandist. The result, however, was  that  the compilation
fall  between  at least two stools. It was not well adapted as a  basis  on which the

‘facts’ of Henry’s miracles could be  ‘proved’.‘“ The name of the lord ‘of supreme

local  authority’ who got Richard  Beys falsely convicted in No. 106 was withheld,
‘lest I  besmirch a noble line,’ and the family of  a  dumb boy in Devon remained

anonymous in No. 160. Instead the  interpres  (which one could render variously as

translator or expounder or PR  man) presented the evidence in the form of stories
for the edification of the faithful.  Thus  he retold the experiences related by pilgrims
at Windsor with all the resources of literary an.

The  puzzle  is why this  should  be done in rather pompous style and  a  language

that  very few of the laity understood.  Both  Morgan and his ‘poor  monk’ ‘cloistered
in  most religious seclusion’“ mention the readers or hearers of the resulting work.“
Reading was commonly done  aloud, so  that  is not necessarily significant. Yet it is
hard to avoid the impression that the monk  wrote  with a live audience in mind, as

though  personally deliven'ng homilies in honour of King Henry. A number of his
stories conclude with  a  preacher’s  ‘Thanks  be to  God’ and he  takes  the opportunity
in Nos. 90 and 142 to deliver a preacherly warning to careless parents. Did he

perhaps  see his collection as a source-book, with homilies to be re-translated  into
English for delivery by others?‘7
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The author’s real forte lay in setting a  scene and supplying the imaginative

detail to make it vivid, including conversations where appropriate and elaborate

invocations put, most  inappropriately, into the mouths of such as the village girl in

No. 29. A sample, in  précis, is his introduction to the story of one of the two

innocent men saved from the gallows (No.  40):“
Thomas  Fuller of Hammersmith, who had no  specific  trade, barely kept

himself by casual labour  with  spade and fork and the sweat of his  brow,
travelling about  the  country to pick up what  employment he could. By

bad  luck  he  fell  in  with a  man  driving a flock of stolen  sheep. Fuller  was

a  simple man who suspected  nothing wrong, so he first fell into

conversation and  then  kept the  thief  company, all the more readily

because he was  a  stranger in  those  parts and  hoped  the acquaintanceship

might  bring him  work.  So  together they came to Egulton (Ickleton,

Cambs.). But  when they had  taken  lodgings together, calamity struck:  the

forces of the law  rushed in on  them  and  both  were carried off to prison...  .

Throughout his work the author similarly includes information that may or
may not have been in the original deposition. He  tells  us  that  the careless mother in

No. 142 was so afraid of what her husband would say when he returned  home  that

only the arrival of the neighbours stopped her from fleeing.  Thomas  Simon’s three

little  lost  pigs (No. 7) came  home  through the  door  ‘as  though  by divine  summons’
and were found  next  morning ‘grunting as usual for their food’ (grinnitu  consueto

sua  pabula  queritando).

The  monk  shows particular interest in small children, who love to put things in

their mouths and explore their surroundings without  thought  of danger. He knows

that  a  boy of fifteen months  must  either crawl or get about by pushing a bench or

stool (No. 90), and a one-year-old is too  young to  talk  (No. 111). The number of

stories about accidents to children  that  he chose to elaborate upon probably show

his own sympathies rather  than  telling anything about Henry’s.  They were

calculated, too, to appeal to the parents in his putative audience  —  and it is the

anguish of the parents, quite as much as the predicament of the  child, that he

emphasises as he draws the reader or bearer into the scene.

He does not hesitate to interpose himself. No. 91 invited  a  diatribe against a
forerunner of soccer:

A  certain  man  named  William Bartram, living in the  village  of  Cawnton
in  Nottinghamshire, met  a  large crowd of his neighbours  going off to the

fields for recreation on 16 February,“9 and  joined  them  out of  good

fellowship. Now the game  they were all  going to play is what  some

people call ‘football’ (pedipiludium).  It is one in  which high-spirited
youths  of the  peasant class propel a  large ball, not  throwing it in the air

but rolling it  along the  ground, and not even  striking and  turning it  with

their  hands, but  using their feet.  A  game, that  is, altogether  detestable and
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certainly, to my own way of  thinking, of all games the  most barbaric, low
and  vile, and one  that  seldom  ends  without  some  injury,  mishap or other

mischief  to the players.50

Other of the  author’s  observations display a  wry humour.  People  who promise

to  fast  or abstain from wine and beer, or  meat,  until  they reach Windsor set off as

fast  as  possible.  In No. 37 Sir Thomas Everingham welcomed his encounter  with

hostile  ships because  it gave his soldiers an opportunity to display their prowess and

put to some purpose the equipment he had been at such pains to assemble. In No.

142  there  is a mild clerical play on words: the mother puts her revived baby to her

breast and while she gives manks for the gift of life, her  infant  imbibes life-giving

nourishment. The  victim  of a kick at football became wom-out with pain and lack of

food  and sleep, homo  iam  pene  in mm  hominem  versus defecerat,  literally ‘the man

now  almost  turned into a non-man had grown weak.’ A way of saying that he was

almost dead? But in  view  of the nature of his injury, also ‘having been nearly
unmanned’? The  hostess  of the George Inn at Henley, which was much favoured by

travellers, enjoyed  local  celebrity by reason of her upright life. Her wealth, the
monk  slyly suggests, may have  had something to do with it as well  (No.  58).

The technique of offering suggestions in  a  dissociative way is  a  favourite. The
boy in No. 38 climbs  a  tree: ‘I  don’t  know whether he was engaged in some boyish

scheme or perhaps meant to  take  birds from  a  nest’.  In No. 24 a  young farm-hand has

to take a load of dung to the fields. Perhaps the horses were skittish, or perhaps the
load was unusually heavy, but they pulled in opposite directions and got their traces
tangled. (Whereupon the boy lost his temper and beat the animals. When he went

between  them  to fix the hamess his angry shouts  frightened the lead-horse, which

took off and dragged the wagon over the boy.) When the vindictive lord in No. 106

got Richard Beys convicted at Salisbury Assizes of complicity in the robbing of  a
priest, ‘I  don’t  know how he perverted the jury — perhaps by threats, more likely by
bribery, or else on grounds of supposed  justice’ (i.e. by false  evidence).

This technique of ambivalence becomes mock-innocence and is used to

devastating effect in No. 46,  which  concerns a girl named Agnes Freeman, who

within a month  fell dangerously ill from  a  tumour in her neck. The cure defied all

the doctors to  whom  her parents applied,  although  they were unanimous in

diagnosing scrofula (‘a jaundiced swelling commonly called the  King’s  Evil'),

seldom if ever cured  except  by royal aid. So everybody recommended the girl’s
parents to apply to King Richard,  then  in the second year of his reign.  ‘But  they
tried to put off  a  visit, perhaps from fear of making themselves ridiculous or

attracting censure by straining human  powers beyond their natural limits.5'...

I  don’t  really know whether they delayed from diffidence or  infirmity of purpose,

or  whether, perhaps, it was because they didn’t  dare try His So-Majestic Sublimity’

(tante celsitudinem magestatis  tentare  non  ausi difi‘erunt).
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To  which  one can  only say, ‘Ouch!’ But it  raises  the  question whether this
gratuitous spite against  the  dead Richard  was the monk’s  alone  or  whether,
writing this in  1495 ('2), be  well knew that  he  would strike a responsive chord

from people  in general.’2 Certainly Richard  was now  getting no  credit  for his  gift
to the  college  at  Windsor.
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247,  citing N. H. Nicholas  ed.,  Privy Purse  Expenses  of Elizabelh  of York...,  London  1830.
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Rous,  trans.  Hanham, p.  123.

Canon King recorded  Miracle No. 58, which refers to  ‘Saturday 5 Oct.’ But the  year  was  apparently 1485
and it  seems  likely that the  date  was really 15  Oct.

The organisatior; of the MS  (the  author’s original) is  extremely confused.  He obviously meant  a  fair copy

to be  made,  with the  contents  re-ammged in  proper  chronological  order. There  is no  evidence that  this
was  ever done. ‘

Historical Manuscripts Commission,  Repon  an  Manuscripts  in  Various  Collectionx,  vol.  8, 1914, pp.  18-19.

Holinshed later  alleged  that  Henry VII felt  that  the  cost  was far too high  just  for having another Saint’s
Day added to the calendar:  quoted Grosjean,  p.  I47“.

Knox  and  Leslie (pp.  26-27) point out  that  a generation later few adult  witnesses  would still be alive.

lbid.,  p. 28.

Modern  editors  have been fooled:  ‘This  is an  incident from  the Welsh  border  and its geography is
particularly difficult  to locate' (Knox  and  Leslie.  p.  196).  Location  became  still more difficult  when
Knox  translated  australis  as ‘easlem’ instead  of  ‘soulhem’.

Henry shared  the credit for Young's  recovery from his  injuries  with  Mary,  in  whose  honour Young had

'fasted  that  day.  Young told  bystanders  at  Windsor  that he was now  about  to  fulfil  the  rest  of his vow by
visiting Mary’s church  ‘in her city of Mediolanum.’ What  name  was in the English  testimony? Editors
have assumed that  it was  Milan,  which  seems impossibly distant.  A  place  in England, of which
Walsingham is most  probable?

Testamenm  Velusm,  vol.  2, p.  393.  '

30  pennies.’

Sanford Brown  Meech ed.,  The  Book  of Margery Kemp.  EETS  08212, I940,  repr.  196]  .  p. 195.

He  sounds  an imaginative (or suggestible) child. It was  recorded  at  Windsor  that he arrived at King
Henry’s  shrine  (on 22  July 1499)  shouting praises [0  Henry  as if he  could  see him in  person.  Al the  same
time his family gave thanks for his  sister’s rescue from  drowning in the  Thames.

Capedulum  elbidum. Albidum  means  ‘whitish’ and the author  first  wrote  greseum  ‘grey'.  There  is no

authority for  Knox’s  ‘yellow’.
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Possibly this reflects  the story, given by Warkworth, that  between  the  battle  of Tewkesbury and his death
Henry was neglected by his attendants: not worshipfully arrayed  and  ‘not  so cleanly kept as should
[be]seem such  a  prince.’ ‘Cleanly‘ means ‘decently;  honourably’ and  does  not imply that  he was kept in  a
filthy dungeon. Ten of his attendants  were  later paid for 14 days’ service, starting on I] May I471.
(Thomas  Rymer, ed.,  Foetlera...,  3rd edn, The Hague 1739-1745,  vol.  3. p. 4).  Robert  Radcliffe  also
received  wages for 22 men keeping watch  within the  Tower.  Was  Robert (executed  in  I496  for
supporting Warbeck) the  suspected murderer  whom the Crowland Conlinuator had in  mind  when he
prayed God to  preserve  the culprit long enough for him to  repent (C.C.  pp. 128-130)?

This, attributed to  Richard  Beys,  butler  to  [Sir  William?] Stourton, is reminiscent of  John Rous’s
description  of  Henry’s  body at its exhumation,  6 months before Beys' adventure on 23  Feb.  1485.

For one example among hundreds,  Robert Leventhorp recommended  Sir  Robert  Plumplon,  with  his  wife
and household, to vow an annual  fast  on the eve of St Oswald (4  August).  If they kept the vow faithfully
(‘make  sure  that  you do!’) the plague  would  not  strike them  again:  Thomas  Stapelton,  ed.,  Plumpmn
Correspondence,  Camden Soc.  l839,  repr. Gloucester  I990.  p.  I38.

lrrelevamly, King Henry probably heard these stories himself  when he  visited Bath.  But, Blacman  says,
he fled in  horror  when he saw naked men bathing together in the  waters.

Unfamiliar with the  medieval  Latin meaning of  crepundium,  ‘rocker’, Knox thought “the  child  was
holding a  rattle... [and]  managed to hang himself  with  the  cord attached  to  it.‘

Raul/a  —  rolls,  like  those  used  for  official records such  as ihe  Pipe Rolls.

The  experts were  no better at diagnosing and [renting sick horses  in No. 6.  Luckily their owner  was a
regular  client  of Henry’s.

A  herbal  remedy recorded  by Richard Hill in his  commonplace book  in the 16m  cent.  would save a
patient if  taken ‘before  the  marks  be out’:  Oxford, Balliol  College MS  354, f.  143v.

Que  ulique iuxm veridica  phisicorum  dagmam cerebrum  lemli  limione  mucialum  demmciam.  Limiane
baffled  Grosjean.  It is  probably an abbreviation for  limlimrliane.

The author is careful to  state  that he is not jumping the gun with any claim that  Henry had  qualified  as a
saint.

Ed.  Grosjean,  pp. 3, 8.

The MS is  introduced  with an exchange of  complimentary addresses between  Morgan and the monk. It is
regrettable  that  the monk’s name and  monastery were deliberately concealed.

At the beginning the MS also contains  a  hymn and special  prayers  for insertion in the liturgy (on 21
May?): Knox and  Leslie,  p. 30.

The  miracle  occurred on 21  July 1484  and the man gave thanks to  Henry first  at  Chensey and later at
Windsor.

Ash  Wednesday 1485? Or was  this  rather l5  Feb., Shrovc  Tuesday that  year?  Bartram subsequently
vowed to abstain from  meat  on  Tuesdays.  It is  possible,  however, that  Henry was believed to  have
suffered  martyrdom on Tuesday, 2l  May.

The  monk  was not  alone  in his  views.  In  1531  Elyot, in The  Governor,  referred  to ‘footbnll. wherein is
nothing but  beastly fury and  extreme  violence.’

He is saying that  Richard lacked  the  powers usually conferred on a king at his anointing, because his
usurpation invalidated  the  rile.  Apparently another victim  of the King’s Evil had earlier  applied
successfully to  Henry while he was at  Chensey (No.  74).

In assessing the degree of  spontaneous  reaction to Richard’s reign one  should  not ignore the fact that on
6 Dec.  1485  the papal  collector  in England, Giovanni de Giglis,  reported that Richard’s former supporters
Bishops  Langton and Stillington  were  the  subjects  9f  cxecration  by everyone,  ‘and  not  undeservedly‘.
(W. Campbell ed., Mmerialsfar a History of the  Reign  of Henry V", London I873, vol.  2, p.  I99).


